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Q1:- Choose the correct answer.

(4)

a. Which of the following fields will you choose to enter the email addresses which should not be visible
to the other recipients?
i.

Cc

ii. To

iii. Bcc

iv. Subject

b. _______________ are symbols that are used to express emotions in a text message.
i.

Attachments

ii. Emoticons

iii. Spam

iv. Icons

c. Which of the following is the correct email address ?
i. shishirishigupta-gmail.com

ii)anandgupta@gmail.com

iii)vikram.apte@gmail.com

iv) garima @gmail.com

d. A _____ can be spread on its own over a network and reduce the speed of the network.
I) worm

ii)virus

iii)Trojan horse

iv)antivirus

Q2:- Write True or False.

(6)

i)

You can create an email account for free.

ii)

Email addresses in the Cc field are not visible to other recipients.

iii)

Only Microsoft Word files can be sent as an attachment with an email

iv)

You cannot send a copy of the received email to other people.

v)

A stack of blocks represents a group of instructions for the sprite.

vi)

The flag on top of the stage can be used to stop the execution of the program

Q3:- Fill in the blanks.
i)

The _______________ displays a list of received emails.

ii)

Unwanted email sent to numerous people is known as ____________ mail.

iii)

A_________ can allow other people to remotely control your computer.

iv)

_______________ are electronic messages sent over the Internet.

v)

You can paint a new Sprite or ________________ an existing sprite.

vi)

A____ can attach itself to files and spread when files are transferred.

vii)

If then block belongs to ________ category.

(7)

Q4:- Write the full form of the following.

(3)

a. Ccb. Bccc. E-mailQ5:- Define the following terms:a) Worm

(1X5=5)

b) Trojan Horse

c) Antivirus software

d)Malware

e)Emoticons
Q7:- Answer the following questions in brief :-

(2X5=10)

1. What is the use of multiple costumes for a single sprite ?
2. Give the uses of the following in an e-mail message .
i)

Subject

ii) Attachments

3. How can a computer get infected with a virus?
4. Give two advantages of an email.
5. How can you change the background of the stage?
Q8:- Long answer type questions :1. What is an email? What is the structure of an email?

(5)

